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Chapter 17 

Five Farewell Fantasies of 2006–2008 

For Ursula K. Le Guin 

 

A Martial Epigram on Martians 

 

Qui legis Oedipoden caligantemque Thyesten 

 Martial X.4 

 

Why are you staring so raptly into Orcs & Elves 

Why gulping down Conan, Potter & th’insufferable Lewis  

What are to you rebelling robots, or what help  

To your wasting lives the circenses of media clerics  

Brainwashing the new imperial plebeians?  

          Imbibe 

What life shall recognize & call out “This is mine!”  

Even if Aliens or Dragons, such story shall taste of us humans,  

The ways we oppress & love each other, in what cave  

Are we ourselves & how may we get out into the light  

Of the blue Sun.  

             But no, mr. Jones, you don’t want to 

See yourself, cognize your killing cruelties: so at least  

Read your Tolkien! You may shut the book & think  
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Why he loved cleansing wars.  

      26706 

 

Cold Comfort (Intrumo) 

 

In a dream a dragon came to me, looked at me,  

Splendour of shimmering copper scales  

& scarlet thorns, scythe-taloned. I looked  

Back, at the amber mist around his huge eyes, above  

 

The fuming nostrils. The red-black smoke from her mouth  

Hissed: “Don’t despair, short-lived Earthling. Soon  

You shall die, soon will expire your kind’s cosmic contract.  

This muddied globe your Mother is unforgiving as our winds.  

 

But in the new creation the Mother shall whelp, a few shards  

May be dug up & deciphered by successor populations,  

Hexapods perhaps, stabler far, winged like ourselves:  

 

A few testimonials, like the ones you found of Gilgamesh  

& Anarres, shall show yours was a redeemable kind.  

>What a pity!< the unsentimental hexapods will chirrup,  
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Winging on to their inscrutable business of conviviality.” 

             26806 

 

Pillaging the Gnostics 

Et in hora mortis nostrae 

 

See, i talk so that i may leave  

I tell you what i heard & saw  

In the leaves of grass in the drawn sweaty faces,  

I teach you as i slowly learned it  

I talk that i may leave this world  

Where i never had enuf time 

In peace. 

 

I lived on Earth a short time, i didn’t have time.  

A short span of time. Pay attention  

So you can hear me. If i came, who  

May i be, may i have been, may  

I have become? I drank the water of life  

The water of pleasure. Now i advance toward  

The water of forgetfulness.  
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Greetings to you, my sister & my brother!  

Do not be so deathly afraid of sweet-gifting Venus,  

Mother & lover, not yet known! I lived on Earth  

A short time, i praised it, i suffered it.  

I learned a little, i taught a little, a multitude  

Of sisters, of companions, only  

A few knew me,  

 

I knew only a few, only little. I tell you  

Disintoxicate yourself! Renounce your deadly path,  

Walk on the Way which leads you to be free.  

No Yahweh no kings to dominate, no masters  

Except the Masters who know, so far as they know.  

You are self-condemned, self-enchained. Renounce  

The chains you forged.  

 

You made for yourself a heavenly Lord & leader.  

He turned around & enslaved you, shut  

Your eyes & ears, raised up an inbred caste  

Inimical to Justice & Knowledge, to Venus Of All People.  

You turned to derision this house given unto you  
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As a heredity & a promise, it will be  

Pulled quite down.  

 

Only knowledge can unfold liberty, an  

Undying desire. Let this tree grow, so you may grasp 

The fruits of freedom. All of us possess   

A chip of knowledge, a teardrop of liberty  

Within ourselves. Do not let this pearl  

Drop into the viscous flow of arrested  

Time. Wake up  

 

From the drugged dream of reason. Who  

Are you? Whose brother & sister are you?  

Where are you going?  Do you judge all matters  

In order to be judged? O the anxiety of not reaching,  

Of reaching & not grasping! Do you see   

High Venus, star moving across resplendent skies?  

I tell you truly:  

 

This is the hour of our death 

This is the cosmic hour of persecution  

This the hidden hour of our ignoble oblivion.  
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You can live toward a good death or a bad death.  

Life is when two sexes are in each other as light  

Liberty, as amity. Thus we become citizens of  

Fair Earth, Heaven.  

           5-7307  

 

Haecceitas (This Here & Now) 

 

Things are there  a this   a shape 

Necessary for this here & now 

Exposed unchanged in the light that they bathe  

The space that they are.  

 

& i? Am i a thing or a looker-on?  

Both--&? & you too  

With this red hair & those green eyes  

That nose mouth breasts moist lap?  

Enter: here too are gods.   

 

Bitter truth: we know we shall not be.  

Animals, more & less than.  

Things, more & less than. Forms that feel.  
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Warmth is a dissipative structure  

Your smooth skin a miracle of negentropy  

The small adorable crow’s-feet at your eyes  

Forerunners of tectonic crevasses  drought   

The lap will bear children & desiccate  

It will not be. Yet things are there.   

 

What is done has been done  

What is undone has been undone  

When they are redone it will not be this.  

Things are reversible but not for us.  

 

Seize the shining day   seize the fertile night  

Deep deep down    the dark shore  

There-things & not-there non-things  unreal  

Amid non-persons here there & everywhere  

I too am here   now   with you  

Athirst for justice   unreconciled  

 

My green essence:  

Psyche, Chloe.  
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Sonnet for Reinventing Tomorrow (Reading Patraquim) 

 

A slow step   à la derive  

the way lost   how does one make maps  

Athirst for a face to drink in 

another map of coloured stone   stony  

 

The prospect for a simple gesture of elegance  

inaugurating us  the seventh day  

From dictionary the entries justice  incarnate  

& you on the tornado shore  

 

Yet the corrupt gods       shaping us    woe is me  

as we invented them   overhead a roof  

The wrong solitude  so common 

as gills in the sea   apnoeic  

The hands that drove the rivers crazy  

unused       useless       today 

2-4908  


